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Abstract
Models on hybrid speciation assume that hybridization generates increased phenotypic
variance that is utilized to invade new adaptive peaks. We test to what extent this
prediction can be traced using gene expression data in the fish species Cottus perifretum
and Cottus rhenanus as well as a natural hybrid lineage referred to as invasive sculpins.
In addition, interspecies crosses were used to explore evolutionary trajectories from
initial stages to the hybrid lineage. EST (expressed sequence tag) libraries were
sequenced to design an oligonucleotide microarray that was calibrated for probe-specific
differences in binding behaviour. Levels of gene expression divergence between species
correlate with genetic divergence at neutral markers and, accordingly, invasive sculpins
were intermediate between the parental species overall. However, the hybrid lineage is
distinguished through unique patterns of gene expression that are enriched for
biological functions which represent candidates for the fitness properties of invasive
sculpins. We compare F2 crosses with natural invasive sculpins to show that the variance
in gene expression decreases in invasives. Moreover, few of the transgressive patterns of
gene expression that distinguish invasives can be directly observed in F2 crosses. This
suggests that the invasive transcriptome was subject to secondary changes after
admixture. The result is in line with an evolutionary process that reduces maladaptive
variance and optimizes the phenotype of an emerging hybrid lineage.
Keywords: adaptation, hybridization, invasive species, microarray calibration, transgressive
segregation
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Introduction
There is a recent interest in the origin of new species
through the process of hybridization (Mallet 2007;
Abbott et al. 2010; Nolte & Tautz 2010) and, from a different perspective, the merging of gene pools induced
by ecological change (Seehausen et al. 1997; Taylor et al.
2006) or by the artificial transplantation of alien taxa
(Laikre et al. 2010). However, to date, most studies on
natural hybridization are relatively uninformed about
the functional genetic and ecological consequences of
admixture and mostly draw conclusions based on anonymous genetic markers. One alternative to obtain broad
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insight into functionally relevant traits is given by gene
expression profiling. The possibility to test many genes
simultaneously reduces the unavoidable bias imposed
by selecting phenotypic traits. Therefore, it uncovers
‘hidden phenotypes’ that were not given attention
before (Larsen et al. 2011). Given a list of differentially
expressed and annotated genes, gene ontology (GO)
terms permit inference of functions that have evolved
(Conesa et al. 2005). Although GO term analysis cannot
account for evolutionarily young but important orphan
genes (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz 2010), there is a growing
number of studies that employ gene expression analysis
to study adaptive evolutionary change. For example a
series of studies on whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis)
have shown that candidate adaptive traits inferred from
gene expression data can be confirmed using independent
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physiological experiments and convey fitness advantages in a known ecological context (Bernatchez et al.
2010). Although it has been documented that gene
expression levels differ in a very characteristic fashion
between tissues and under different ecological conditions (Xia et al. 2007, Cheviron et al. 2008), it is reassuring that a considerable fraction of candidate adaptive
transcriptomic patterns can be found in different tissues
independently of the environment (Nolte et al. 2009).
Gene expression data have been recognized as a rich
source of information to study fish hybrids (Mavárez
et al. 2009; Normandeau et al. 2009; Renaut et al. 2009)
and permit testing of predictions related to the process
of hybrid speciation. The evolutionary outcome of
hybridization is critically determined by the genetic
interactions which result from the fusion of different
gene pools (Landry et al. 2007). Notably, this includes
both effects that can reduce or raise fitness. For example
Michalak & Noor (2003) have successfully employed a
microarray screen to identify genes that show disrupted
patterns of expression in Drosophila hybrids, and
many of these candidate genes indeed contribute to
post-zygotic isolation (Michalak & Noor 2004). A fitness-enhancing effect of initial hybridization is given by
heterosis (Charlesworth & Willis 2009) or when transgressive segregation generates phenotypes that lie outside the range observed in the parental species
(Rieseberg et al. 1999, 2003a). This increased phenotypic
variance might facilitate the invasion of a new adaptive
peak not available to the parents (Barton 2001; Mallet
2007). However, only a limited number of the admixed
genotypes will have a high fitness and an admixed population goes through a lag phase in which selection
optimizes the composition and overall fitness of the
admixed gene pool (Barton 2001). This evolutionary
change during the initial phase is what distinguishes
this mode of speciation most from other modes of speciation (Nolte & Tautz 2010). We are studying a hybrid
lineage of invasive sculpins (Cottus, Cottidae, Teleostei)
that lends itself to identify the gene expression changes
associated with the ecological transition away from the
habitats occupied by the parental species. Invasive sculpins emerged in the wake of man-made environmental
changes within the past 200 years that have increased
the connectivity of the central European rivers Rhine
and Scheldt and massively altered the ecological conditions in the lower parts of these drainages. These perturbations have fostered hybridization of two
previously isolated fish species (Cottus rhenanus and
Cottus perifretum) from smaller tributaries to the River
Rhine and River Scheldt systems (Nolte et al. 2005;
Stemshorn et al. 2011). Whereas the parental taxa have
been estimated to be separated for 2 million years
(Englbrecht et al. 2000; but see Volckaert et al. 2002),

the hybrid sculpins are possibly less than 200 generations old and were first detected at a massive scale in
the Netherlands after 1980. They are referred to as
‘invasive’, because they invaded new habitats that are
not occupied by the parental species (Nolte et al. 2005).
Population genetic studies indicate that this is because
of a raised fitness of invasive sculpins in large river
habitats (Nolte et al. 2006; Stemshorn et al. 2011).
A recent systematic screen for genetic incompatibilities
between the ancestral species has revealed no evidence
that effective intrinsic barriers to reproduction exist that
explain the population structure of Cottus in the River
Rhine basin (J. Cheng, T. Czypionka, A. W. Nolte
unpublished data). Taken together, these findings suggest that ecological selection pressures constitute an
essential component to explain the evolution of invasive
sculpins and stress the need to assess the adaptive relevance of genetic changes for the adaptation of hybrids
(Abbott et al. 2010).
Transcriptome analyses are subject to a number of
biases that, while not erasing biologically relevant signal, can distort inferred patterns of gene expression
massively (Jeukens et al. 2010). For oligonucleotide
microarrays, this concerns non-responsive or sticky
probes (Pozhitkov et al. 2006) that do not have a linear
relationship between signal intensity and target transcript concentration (A. Pozhitkov, P. A. Noble,
D. Tautz unpublished data). We analysed gene expression data using custom oligonucleotide microarrays that
were calibrated for the samples analysed in this study.
Gene expression divergence was compared among populations representing the parental species C. perifretum
and C. rhenanus as well as their natural hybrids, the
invasive sculpins. These comparisons identified gene
functions that are correlated with the invasion of new
habitats, and were also used to assess functional differentiation at the within and between species level. As
the rise of invasive sculpins is very recent, the Cottus
system is suitable to recreate initial steps that have led
to the formation of invasive sculpins and to test hypotheses about the origin of novelty through hybridization.
We compare F2 crosses with natural invasive sculpins
to test to what extent the features that distinguish invasives can be explained as a direct consequence of
hybridization or, alternatively, have emerged independently in a secondary evolutionary process.

Methods
Study populations and samples
The populations used in this study were also described
and used by J. Cheng, T. Czypionka, A. W. Nolte
unpublished data. Here, we compared gene expression
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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among parental species (Cottus rhenanus and Cottus
perifretum), F2 crosses between these and invasive sculpins to infer patterns of transcriptome evolution. We
analysed two independent biological replicate crosses to
account for within and between species variance. Previous studies confirmed that the populations used here
(Table 1) are representative of the ancestral species that
gave rise to invasive sculpins (Knapen et al. 2003;
Freyhof et al. 2005; Nolte et al. 2005; Stemshorn et al.
2011). Cottus rhenanus from the Broel and Naaf populations display significant differentiation with an FST of
0.3 (Nolte et al. 2006) and the same holds for C. perifretum populations from Witte Nete (WN) and Laarse
Beek (LB) (FST = 0.368, Knapen et al. 2003).
Adult fishes of the study populations were transferred to laboratory aquaria in climate chambers and
fed with frozen and live insect larvae and brine shrimp.
The room temperature and light regime mimicked the
conditions in central Europe. During the winter, the
temperature was lowered to 4 C for at least 1 month.
Spawning occurred readily in artificial shelters partially
buried in sand when water temperatures were raised to
8–10 C. We have generated two independent groups of
F2 crosses from interspecies crosses between pure
C. perifretum and C. rhenanus: Broel(#) · WN($) and
WN(#) · Broel($) as well as Naaf(#) · LB($) and
LB(#) · Naaf($). Larvae were fed initially using live
Artemia nauplii, and later with frozen insect larvae until
a majority had reached a length of approximately 3 cm

(September–October 2010). Water temperatures were
raised to a maximum of 17 C during the summer, and
fish were kept at this temperature for several weeks
before they were killed. Only individuals that weighed
0.4–0.5 g appeared to be normally developed, and
healthy individuals were selected for analysis of gene
expression. Fishes were anaesthetized with CO2 and
killed by immersing the whole fish in RNAlater until
RNA extraction. We were concerned that analyses
based on single families from aquarium stocks yield
biased patterns of gene expression. Thus, we combined
unrelated fishes from our aquaria and ones that have
grown in natural habitats, where possible (Table 1). For
this purpose, wild fish representing invasive Cottus as
well as the two populations of C. rhenanus were collected in the field and adapted to our aquaria for one
week before they were killed. Our study is imbalanced
with respect to controlling for gene expression changes
because of long-term aquarium care effects for ancestral
C. perifretum as these fish are protected in their native
range and could not be resampled. Likewise, synthetic
F2 crosses cannot be obtained from natural habitats.

Development of a microarray
To develop a custom oligonucleotide microarray, we
sequenced transcriptome libraries of 22 individuals representing all populations mentioned above (Table 1)
using a Roche GS-FLX DNA Sequencer. A total of 27243

Table 1 Origin and affinity of Cottus samples used for transcriptome analysis. Two populations were chosen to represent the parental species Cottus rhenanus (Broel and Naaf) and Cottus perifretum (Laarse Beek and Witte Nete). A hybrid lineage that resulted from
natural admixture between the two species is represented by the invasive Cottus from the Sieg population. Initial stages of hybridization were re-created in the laboratory as F2 crosses between the parental species. The samples column shows that each group of F2
crosses comprises individuals (number given) from two independent families (alternative cross directions) and that all experimental
groups contained individuals from unrelated families reared in the laboratory (LR, laboratory reared) or outbred fishes collected in
nature (WC, wild caught)
Species

Population

Samples

C. rhenanus

Broel

2
6
2
6
4
4
4
4
2
6
4
4
4
4

Naaf
C. perifretum

Laarse Beek
Witte Nete

Invasive Cottus

Sieg

F2 crosses

Broel · Witte Nete

F2 crosses

Naaf · Laarse Beek

LB, Laarse Beek; WN, Witte Nete.
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

WC
LR
LR
WC
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
WC
LR
LR
LR
LR

Origin of populations
Broel (GIS: 5050¢N 722¢E; River Sieg system, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany)
Naaf (GIS: 5052¢N 716¢E River Agger system, southeast of Hausdorp, North
Rhine-Westphalia, Germany
Laarse Beek (GIS: 5117¢N 504¢E; River Scheldt system, Flanders, Belgium)
Witte Nete (GIS: 5314¢N 504¢E; River Scheldt system, Flanders, Belgium)
Sieg (GIS: 5048¢N 79¢E; River Rhine system, North Rhine Westphalia, Germany)
Synthetic laboratory crosses between Broel and WN
Synthetic laboratory crosses between Naaf and LB
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EST contigs were reconstructed from the transcriptome
reads using the Roche analysis software Newbler with
default criteria and were available together with 87320
unassembled reads to design an Agilent oligonucleotide
microarray which requires consideration of the read
direction. We performed a BLASTX (Altschul et al. 1990)
homology search of Cottus sequences against the stickleback protein sequences (Version 5.17; http://www.
ensembl.org/) and were able to annotate 11430
sequences (e-value < 10)3). In a second step, a custom
database was built for protein coding nucleotide
sequences annotated to the Actinopterygii from the
NCBI Taxonomy Browser (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/Taxonomy/) (as of 7 ⁄ 6 ⁄ 2010). A total of 713 additional sequences could be annotated by blasting against
this database (e-value < 10)3). An alternative criterion to
identify the directionality of target sequences is given
when the ends of the sequences contain a poly-A tail,
which agreed in 86% of the cases with the inference
from blast results. All reads for which the directionality
could be inferred from one of the two methods were
submitted to the AGILENT E-ARRAY software (https://
earray.chem.agilent.com/earray/) to design 60-mer
oligonucleotide probes that are specific to the target
(mRNA) sequences. A total of 13 329 different probes
and 1879 replicates of these were synthesized to fill the
15 208 features available on an Agilent 15k Expression
microarray. We refer to probes and the levels of transcript abundance detected for these as ‘gene’ and ‘gene
expression’ throughout this study, but acknowledge
that some probes may target alternative splice variants,
copies or fragments of the same gene.

Raw signal analysis and quality filtering
Total RNA was extracted from whole fishes using a Trizol protocol and labelled using the Agilent Low Input
Quick Amp Labeling kit. The microarray was loaded
with labelled cRNA as described in the Agilent protocol
for One-Color Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis (version 6.5, May 2010). Care was taken to randomize the distribution of the eight individuals representing
different populations (see Table 1) between different
slides. Microarrays were scanned with an Agilent DNA
Microarray Scanner type C. Feature extraction was carried out using the Agilent Feature Extraction software
(version 10.7.3.1) and the ‘gprocessed signal’ was used
as raw signal for gene expression analysis. Signals
flagged for bad quality or saturated intensity were treated as missing data. Probes with missing data for more
than two individuals per population were removed
from the data set.
An implicit assumption in normalization procedures
and microarray analysis is that there exists a one-to-one

relationship between signal intensity and target
transcript abundance. However, the binding behaviour
of surface-bound oligonucleotides varies greatly
(Pozhitkov et al. 2006) and a realistic assessment of
gene expression changes ideally requires consideration
of the binding behaviour of probes (A. Pozhitkov, P. A.
Noble, D. Tautz unpublished data). Second, our inference of the antisense probe sequence (required to produce the microarray) may have been wrong. For these
two reasons, we have validated and calibrated our custom microarray for a range of concentrations that is
appropriate for our experiment. The binding behaviour
between a probe and target transcript depends not only
on the template concentration, but also on the affinity
of the probe and can be described using a dose–
response curve that describes the increase in signal intensity as a function of template concentration
(A. Pozhitkov, P. A. Noble, D. Tautz unpublished data).
A calibration pool containing equimolar amounts of
total RNA from representatives of both parental species
and the invasive hybrid lineage was prepared, and a
calibration series of seven microarrays were loaded
with 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 times the amount of
recommended cRNA (600 ng) to detect the hybridization signal. The binding behaviour of the individual
probes was assessed using custom R code (R Development Core Team 2010). For the purpose of this study,
we were interested in identifying probes with a positive
and approximately linear dose response and to exclude
probes that did not detect a change in concentration or
for which the signal approaches saturation. A linear
function
SIcalibration ¼ mprobe  ccalibration þ bprobe

ð1Þ

was fitted for each probe, where SIcalibration is the raw
signal and c is the amount of calibration pool (ng) for
which the SIcalibration was obtained. The slope mprobe
and the intercept bprobe derived from this calibration
step were used in the normalization of raw-signal measurements (see below). Probes with a non-linear binding
behaviour (R2 of the linear fit <0.95) and the most
responsive probes with the 2.5% highest dose–response
slopes were excluded. Furthermore, probes with slopes
smaller than 0.3 were not used as a result of their unfavourable noise-to-signal ratios (see Fig. 1). The noise-tosignal ratio was defined as twice the average of the
residual absolute values divided by the overall change
in signal.

Data normalization
To make changes in signal intensity comparable among
target transcripts, raw-signal intensities were normalized
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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normalized expression signal intensities of an array by
their 75 percentile as recommended in the ‘One-Color
Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis—Low
Input Quick Amp Labelling Protocol’ (Version 6.0.
December 2009 Agilent Technologies). Negative normalized signal intensity values were set to zero but not
removed from the data set. The normalization procedure was performed with custom R code.
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Fig. 1 Relation between slopes of the linear dose–response
functions (x-axis) to the noise-to-signal ratio (y-axis) for all
probes with a linear fit (R2 > 0.95). Dots represent individual
probes. Dose–response slopes vary greatly and slopes that
exceed a value of 1 are common. The highest noise-to-signal
ratios are found mostly at probes with a slope of less than
0.3 (enlarged in small graph).

between probes to correct for different binding behaviours. For this purpose, raw-signal intensities were
transformed such that they have a common signal to
concentration change relationship in two steps.
First, cdetected (in ng cRNA) corresponding to the raw
signal intensities obtained in an experiment (SIdetected)
were determined based on the coefficients from the
dose–response functions derived in the calibration step
(eqn 1).
cdetected ¼ ðSIdetected  bprobe Þ=mprobe

ð2Þ

This step already enables unbiased calculation of the
gene expression fold changes from the same array. Second, based on cdetected, we calculated signal intensities
expected (SIcorrected) under a uniform linear dose–
response behaviour with slope one and intercept 0 for
all probes.
SIcorrected ¼ cdetected  1=600 ng  SI600ng ;

ð3Þ

where SI600ng is the signal intensity expected at 600 ng
calibration pool (SI600ng = mprobe*600 ng + bprobe). Thus,
for example for cdetected = 300 ng, SIcorrected becomes
exactly half SI600ng. This last step reintroduces signal
intensity as a proxy for transcript abundance to the normalized expression values, which allowed us to perform the between array normalization by dividing all
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

Our experimental design introduces genotype and environmentally induced effects which are controlled for by
(i) using a covariate in the analysis and (ii) by visually
checking resulting candidate genes of special interest
for remnant effects associated with the origin of the
samples. Variance in gene expression was explored
using a principal component analysis (PCA) in R to
identify major axis of variation in gene expression and
to remove sources of variation that are not of interest in
this study (Pickrell et al. 2010). The R-package R ⁄ MAANOVA
(Wu 2010) was used to perform a two-stage ANOVA to test
for differentiation in gene expression between ‘species’
(C. rhenanus, C. perifretum and the invasive hybrid lineage) and ‘populations’ (Broel, Naaf, LB, WN, Sieg). Differential gene expression was assessed using fixed effect
models with the factor species or population respectively.
The scores of PC 1 were used as a cofactor in the models
to remove effects obscuring the signal suggestive of fixed
between species differences. Significance of the pairwise
comparisons was determined using a contrasting function
implemented in R ⁄ MAANOVA (‘t-test’ option with 2000 permutations, Fs test option) with False Discovery Rate
(FDR) estimation as described by Storey (2002).
The invasive sculpins in our analysis comprised six
individuals sampled from nature and two individuals
raised in our experimental aquaria. Genes that were
transgressively over-expressed in the invasive turned
out to be of major interest in the functional analysis
(see below). Therefore, we examined for these genes if
transgressive expression patterns were a result of a
plastic response to environmental conditions or are a
ubiquitous feature of the invasive lineage. According to
scenario 1 (plastic response), individuals derived from
nature should show transgressive levels, whereas laboratory-raised fish should not. Scenario 2 (static expression level) posits that no general difference should be
observed in expression between individuals derived
from nature or individuals raised in the laboratory. To
remove the effects of PC 1 from gene expression values,
a linear model was fitted with PC 1 being the only
explanatory variate, and the residuals from each sample
were used as a surrogate of its PC 1 independent
expression value. These surrogates were plotted and the
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genes transgressively over-expressed in the invasive
were examined by eye into the categories ‘genes showing a plastic response’ (scenario 1) and ‘genes with static expression level’ (scenario 2), and re-analysed
separately.
To test whether hybridization affects the variance of
gene expression, we calculated the variance in gene
expression on a per gene basis for all experimental
groups. The variance describes how far data points are
spread around their mean on an absolute basis and thus
increases with expression value. To disentangle the differences in variance between the tested groups from the
effect of the mean expression value on variance, we
included the average expression value for each gene
and group tested as a cofactor in the analysis. First, we
fitted the same model which already was used for species level analysis with the R ⁄ MAANOVA package in R.
The variance in gene expression was calculated individually per gene for each group from the residuals of the
fitted model. The mean expression values per group
were calculated for each gene excluding the influence of
the first principal component from the same model. To
prevent that outliers blur the general patterns in the
downstream analysis, we excluded the genes responsible for the 5% highest variances and ⁄ or mean expression values for every group. A linear model was fitted
in R for the remaining genes with the explanatory variable being ‘group’ as a categorical variable with the levels (C. rhenanus and C. perifretum, invasives and F2
crosses) and ‘mean expression value excluding PC 1’ of
the respective group as a covariate. The response variable was the variance in gene expression of the genes
for the respective groups.
In this study, genes were considered to show a transgressive pattern of gene expression when gene expression levels were significantly different from both
parental species (C. rhenanus and C. perifretum) and
when the levels of gene expression were not intermediate between the parental species. We distinguished
between genes that were transgressively up- and downregulated relative to the parental populations. Transgressivity was tested for F2 crosses as well as for
invasive sculpins to analyse to what extent the patterns
in the artificial hybrids and natural hybrids agree. To
test whether the sets of genes transgressively expressed
in the invasives and in the F2 crosses overlapped more
than expected by chance, we performed a one-tailed
Fisher’s exact test using the phyper function in R.

Annotation of genes and GO term enrichment analysis
For the purpose of the GO term enrichment analysis,
we lowered the stringency of the statistical significance
thresholds (P < 0.05 and q < 0.05) to use larger sets of

genes to test for the over-representation of functional
groups based on biological effects. EST contigs that
were targeted by probes on our microarray were annotated using the software BLAST2GO (Conesa et al. 2005)
using the default parameters. A homology search was
performed with BLASTX against the NCBI nr database (as
of 2 ⁄ 17 ⁄ 2010), and hits with an e-value < 10)6 were
used to extract GO annotations from several repositories (Conesa et al. 2005). We used the one-tailed Fisher’s
exact test with FDR correction implemented in Blast2GO to test if any GO terms were significantly overrepresented in a candidate set of genes compared to all
genes for which we had gene expression data after
removing bad quality probes.

Results
Microarray calibration and normalization
Fitting of a linear model to the raw signal intensities
obtained in the calibration experiment revealed that
11 630 of the 13 329 probes on the custom microarray
showed an approximately linear dose–response behaviour. The slopes of the linear dose–response relationship
with an R2 > 0.95 ranged from 0.001 to 48.5. We
excluded those with a slope smaller than 0.3 below
which unfavourable noise-to-signal ratios increased
(Fig. 1). Probes with a dose–response slope of above 20
were also removed, thus excluding the 2.5% most
responsive probes from the analysis. As a last step,
probes with more than two (out of eight) individuals
per population having missing data were removed. Out
of the 13 329 probes, 7479 could be analysed for differentiation in gene expression (Table S1, Supporting
information).

Differentiation in gene expression
A PCA using the individuals as variables and expression data (4622 probes without missing data) as observations was used to explore major axes of variation in
gene expression. PC1 explained 28% of the total variance, whereas PC2 explained 10% of the total variance. Individuals belonging to all experimental groups
overlap greatly along axis one (Fig. 2). The ancestral
species Cottus perifretum and Cottus rhenanus separate
along axis two and F2 crosses as well as invasive Cottus
assume an intermediate position. Figure 2 suggests that
the environment in which individuals have been raised
contributes to PC1, which is supported when comparing the PC1 scores of the laboratory-reared individuals
with those from the wild (Welch’s test P-value < 0.001).
However, the natural environment did not affect artificial F2 crosses and C. perifretum, but these groups still
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 2 Plot of individual scores for principal components of
gene expression. Cottus perifretum is represented by the populations Witte Nete and Laarse Beek, and Cottus rhenanus is represented by the populations Naaf and Broel. Symbols are filled
or empty depending on whether individuals grew up in the
laboratory or in natural environments (legend). The environment contributes to the variance within groups along PC axis 1
(x-axis), whereas PC axis 2 (y-axis) separates species. Artificial
F2 crosses as well as invasive sculpins take an intermediate
position between the parental species along PC axis 2.

vary along PC axis 1. Thus, it is likely that PC1 is
affected by unknown factors. Taken together, these factors obscure the differences between species. We thus
use PC1 scores as covariates to test for differences
between species.

Differential expression between species and populations
The number of genes differentially expressed between
C. rhenanus and C. perifretum was assessed for the species level and compared with invasive sculpins (Fig. 3a,
Table S1, Supporting information), and also at the population level (Fig. 3b). Both analyses revealed that the
number of genes differentially expressed between the
parental species were in the order of twofold higher
than the differentiation with the invasive hybrid lineage. Moreover, the comparison at the population level
demonstrated that the within species differentiation
(448 and 664 differentially expressed genes) is lower
than the between species comparison (2100 and 2820
differentially expressed genes) and also lower than any
comparisons with the invasive Cottus (1114–1803 differentially expressed genes) (Fig. 3b). The relative proportions of differentially expressed genes reflect the current
classification of species and populations and suggest
that the hybrid lineage shows intermediate levels of dif 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

Fig. 3 Number of differentially expressed genes (P < 0.01;
q < 0.01) between species (a) and populations (b). Broel and
Naaf = Cottus rhenanus; Witte Nete and Laarse Beek = Cottus
perifretum; A single population from the River Sieg represents
the invasive hybrid lineage and is used in all comparisons.
Numbers near arrows indicate differentially expressed genes.

ferentiation to both of its parental taxa. This pattern corresponds with the differentiation observed along PC
axis two.

Variance in gene expression
A linear model was used to assess differences in the
variance in gene expression. This model tested for the
relationship between the categorical variable ‘group’
(levels: C. perifretum, C. rhenanus, invasives, F2 crosses)
and the covariate ‘expression value’ (mean level of gene
expression per gene and group after removal of PC1)
vs. variance in gene expression. Cottus rhenanus was
used as the base category from which the other terms
deviated. The model is highly significant (P < 2*10)16)
with an adjusted R2-value of 0.4055. The estimated
parameters indicate a significant effect of the ‘expression value’ term (P < 2*10)16; estimate = 0.1150252) and
indicate significant differences between the different
levels of the ‘group’ term. The estimates for the group
term reveal that the variance in gene expression is lowest in the parental species, being slightly lower for
C. perifretum (intercept + estimate = )0.0303738) than
for C. rhenanus (estimate = )0.0226103). The highest
variance in gene expression was found for the F2
crosses (intercept + estimate = 0.0158769), whereas for
the invasive lineage variance in gene expression (intercept + estimate = 0.0024742) was intermediate between
that of parental species and F2 crosses. The P-values
indicate that all estimates are significantly different
from C. rhenanus. Using the invasive lineage as the
base of the model, significant differences in gene
expression variance are detected from both parental
species (P < 2*10)16) and from the F2 crosses
(P = 1.12*10)10).
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Transgressivity
The number of genes that were transgressively
expressed in the invasive lineage and the F2 crosses relative to the parental species was assessed separately for
genes that have an up-regulated or down-regulated pattern (Table S1, Supporting information). A balanced
proportion of 237 and 264 genes were up- and downregulated in F2 crosses, whereas an excess of 580 genes
was transgressively up-regulated in invasive sculpins as
opposed to 120 genes that were transgressively downregulated in that group. When the intersecting sets of
transgressively expressed genes among F2 crosses and
invasive sculpins were identified, 18 and 15 genes were
found to be shared between up- and down-regulated
genes respectively. Interestingly, transgressively downregulated genes are shared more often between F2
crosses and invasive sculpins than expected by chance
(P = 4.23*10)6), whereas sets of transgressively up-regulated genes do not have more genes in common than
expected by chance (P = 0.48).

Functional annotation and GO term enrichment of
candidate gene sets
We were able to annotate 4942 of the 7479 features
entering analysis (Table S1, Supporting information)
based on database searches (distant homologies) with
model organisms, and this set of features served as a
reference data when testing for the over-representation
of GO terms. The largest fraction of 3952 features was
found to be differentially expressed between populations representing the ancestral species C. rhenanus and
C. perifretum. However, no enrichment of GO terms
was detected for these genes. There are considerable
numbers of features in which the invasive sculpins
retain expression profiles from one parental species but
not the other one (1203 and 1229 genes respectively),
but none of these sets revealed over-represented GO
terms. The analysis revealed 950 genes in which the
invasive sculpins differed significantly from both ancestral species, and for this set, we detected an overrepresentation of the GO terms ‘proteinaceous extracellular
matrix’, ‘embryonic development’ and ‘nucleic acid
binding’ (Table 2). For the genes, transgressively upregulated in the invasives, the same GO terms were
found to be enriched together with the additional terms
‘anatomical structure morphogenesis’, ‘transcription
factor activity’, ‘nucleus’, ‘cellular component organization’, ‘DNA metabolic process’, ‘actin binding’, ‘motor
activity’ and ‘cell cycle’ (Table 2). In contrast, the genes
transgressively down-regulated in the invasive were
not enriched in any GO term. Analogous analyses were
carried out for each population and cross separately

which corroborated the GO terms and trends found
with the inference based on pooled populations (not
shown).
The samples from the invasive lineage consisted in
their majority (six out of eight individuals) from captures from the wild but contained two laboratory-raised
fish. We visually inspected levels of gene expression
(after correcting for the variance explained by PC1) for
all transgressively over-expressed genes and separated
them into two groups. The first group contained 388
genes for which expression values of individuals from
the laboratory-reared fish fell into the distribution of
values of the wild-caught fish. The second group consisted of 192 genes where the significant transgressive
pattern was caused by the fishes from the wild, and
where our laboratory-reared fish showed a trend to be
less differentiated from the parental populations. GO
term enrichment analysis was performed for these two
sets (see Table 2). For the ‘genes with a static expression level’ the GO terms ‘embryonic development’,
‘nucleus’, ‘transcription factor activity’, ‘cell cycle’,
‘DNA metabolic process’ and ‘anatomical structure
morphogenesis’ were found to be enriched. This recovers
GO terms already found during the GO term analysis
of all genes which are transgressively over-expressed
in invasive sculpins, although the FDR-corrected
P-values are slightly higher. This situation was mirrored for the ‘genes with a plastic response’ for which
the GO terms ‘proteinaceous extracellular matrix’,
‘structural molecule activity’, ‘calcium ion binding’,
‘motor activity’ and ‘actin binding’ were enriched. With
the exception of ‘calcium ion binding, these terms were
already found to be enriched in the set of all genes that
are transgressively over-expressed in the invasive
sculpins.

Discussion
The theoretical appeal of hybridization lies in the fact
that it may facilitate more complex evolutionary transitions than could be attained through the sequential
accumulation of new mutations. A possible driver of
such changes is given by the common process of transgressive segregation (Rieseberg et al. 2003a; Stelkens &
Seehausen 2009; Stelkens et al. 2009), whereby recombined alleles in admixed individuals interact to create
phenotypic values that lie outside the range observed in
the ancestral species. Notably, transgressive patterns of
gene expression are common in fish hybrids (Mavárez
et al. 2009; Normandeau et al. 2009; Renaut et al. 2009;
Bougas et al. 2010). This not only makes transcriptome
analysis particularly useful to document the effects of
hybridization, but also poses questions related to the
evolutionary significance of such patterns. In this study,
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Table 2 GO term enrichment of sets of differentially expressed genes. The column ‘gene set’ specifies pairwise comparisons and the
nature of transgressive patterns, whereas the numbers of genes with GO annotation are given in column two

Gene set
Differentially expressed between
parental species
Cottus rhenanus and Cottus perifretum
Differentially expressed between
invasive sculpins and both parental species

Features ⁄ genes
(with GO annotation)

Enriched GO terms

3952 (2587)

None

950 (611)

Transgressively over-expressed
in invasive sculpins:
all genes

580 (387)

Transgressively over-expressed
in invasive sculpins:
genes with a static
expression level

388 (265)

Transgressively over-expressed
in invasive sculpins:
genes showing a plastic response

192 (122)

Transgressively under expressed in
invasive sculpins
Expression in invasive sculpins matches
C. rhenanus, but not C. perifretum
Expression in invasive sculpins matches
C. perifretum, but not C. rhenanus

120 (73)

Proteinaceous extracellular matrix (C)
Embryonic development (P)
Nucleic acid binding (F)
Proteinaceous extracellular matrix (C)
Embryonic development (P)
Anatomical structure morphogenesis (P)
Transcription factor activity (F)
Nucleus (C)
Cellular component organization (P)
DNA metabolic process (P)
Actin binding (F)
Motor activity (F)
Cell cycle (P)
Embryonic development (P)
Nucleus(C)
Transcription factor activity (F)
Cell cycle (P)
DNA metabolic process (P)
Anatomical structure morphogenesis (P)
Proteinaceous extracellular matrix (C)
Structural molecule activity (F)
Calcium ion binding (F)
Motor activity (F)
Actin binding (F)
None

1203 (794)

None

1229 (782)

None

FDR corrected
P-value

1.5
7.9
7.9
4.0
3.0
7.2
3.9
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.5
4.6
3.5
2.5
2.7
3.8
6.6
8.5
6.8
1.6
2.3
3.9
7.9

E-4
E-3
E-3
E-7
E-6
E-5
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-5
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-9
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3

FDR, false discovery rate; GO, gene ontology.
Significant enrichment (cut-off: FDR-corrected P < 0.01) of specific GO terms of these sets compared to all genes entering analysis is
reported. GO terms are indexed as pertaining to the categories cellular component (C), molecular function (F) or biological process
(P). There is no enrichment for genes differentially expressed between parental species. However, gene sets in which the invasive
lineage has a higher expression than both parental species are enriched for several GO terms. This holds for genes with a static
expression level and for genes showing a plastic response. In stark contrast, genes transgressively under-expressed in invasives or
genes in which the invasives differ from only one parental species do not show signs for enrichment. Note that differential
expression was called at P < 0.05 and q < 0.05 for the purpose of this analysis.

we document the emergence of novel patterns of gene
expression in invasive Cottus from the river Rhine basin
that is consistent with an evolutionary optimization
process. Our results indicate that the majority of the
distinguishing patterns of gene expression of invasive
sculpins are evolutionarily modified after the initial
admixture event rather than being an immediate feature
of early generation hybrids. As for the technical aspects,
we found non-linear binding behaviour and a wide
range of dose–response slopes for the microarray
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

probes that, unless taken into account, bias the inference of gene expression.

Microarray calibration
The microarray analysis described here followed established standard protocols with respect to the preparation of template, the hybridization and signal detection
procedures. The analysis was complemented by performing a calibration of our custom array that assesses
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the relationship of signal intensity and transcript abundance to identify probes that produced a reliable signal.
As our calibration pool originated from the species
analysed here, the calibration is specifically tuned to the
range of transcript concentrations encountered in this
experiment. Even after excluding probes that were not
responsive or did not have a linear dose response, we
observed a broad range of dose–response behaviours
that vary more than 60-fold (Fig. 1), although the dilution series was identical for all target sequences. It is
likely that such distortions of the signal-to-gene expression ratio complicate comparisons of different
approaches to study transcriptomes (Jeukens et al.
2010). This finding is in line with our previous results
(Pozhitkov et al. 2006) and has prompted our claim that
the diversity of binding behaviours of probes needs to
be considered in microarray experiments (A. Pozhitkov,
P. A. Noble, D. Tautz unpublished data). We have
implemented a normalization procedure that establishes
a common signal-to-fold change ratio for all probes and
thus disentangles probe effects from changes in expression.

Hybrid origin and adaptive differentiation of invasive
sculpins
The PCA of the normalized expression values reveals a
first major axis of variation that is correlated with the
environment in which the fish were raised and possibly
other factors (Fig. 2). Ancestral species do not differentiate along this axis and it does not capture features that
make the hybrid transcriptome different from what is
observed in the parental species. In contrast, PC axis 2
clearly separated the ancestral species and indicates that
the overall gene expression profile of the F2 crosses and
the invasive hybrid lineage is intermediate between the
two parental species. Hybrid intermediacy is also
reflected in the number of genes differentially expressed
between the species (Fig. 3). The number of significant
genes between the Cottus rhenanus and Cottus perifretum
is more than twice as high as the number of genes differentially expressed between the hybrid species and
either parental species which is corroborated in the
analysis at the population level. The relative proportions of genes differentially expressed in pairwise comparisons between species and populations agree with
the current taxonomic distinction of the ancestral species (Freyhof et al. 2005) and levels of genetic differentiation among different populations observed at SNP
(single nucleotide polymorphism) or microsatellite loci
(Nolte et al. 2005; Stemshorn et al. 2011). The number
of differentially expressed genes and the divergence
time (2 Myr, Englbrecht et al. 2000) between C. rhenanus and C. perifretum are the largest in this analysis,

but we have not found over-representation of GO terms
that would indicate biological functions that play a special role in this divergence.
Although the invasive lineage of sculpins phenotypically resembles C. perifretum, it possesses a unique
potential to invade summer warm river habitats (Nolte
et al. 2005, 2006). Although this inference is supported
by general patterns of distribution and gene flow, specifically across hybrid zones, we have not identified the
traits or precise ecological factors that cause the particular fitness properties of invasive sculpins. This study
provides a first inventory of functional genetic variance
that may contribute to novel adaptive phenotypes. The
identification of the respective traits also represents a
step towards understanding whether ecological changes
in Cottus can be induced by the process of hybridization
(Abbott et al. 2010, Nolte & Tautz 2010). In contrast to
the within and between species comparisons, the invasive transcriptome is distinguished through differential
expression of a set of genes that is significantly biased
towards several functions (Table 2). This suggests that
a significant proportion of the changes in gene expression is functionally related and therefore affects common, more complex, phenotypes. Whereas ideas about
hybrid speciation centre on an instrumental role of
hybrid ancestry and the recombinant nature of novel
adaptive traits (Mallet 2007; Abbott et al. 2010), an alternative explanation for the presence of an adaptive
potential relates to the evolution of traits in allopatry
within the parental species. Such a preadaptation
hypothesis posits that traits in invasive sculpins convey
a fitness advantage without the genetic effects of admixture. Invasive sculpins shared expression patterns at
1203 and 1229 genes with C. rhenanus and C. perifretum
respectively. Although these genes could in principle
represent characters that are retained from the ancestral
species through a selective process, GO term enrichment analysis could not detect any enrichment in these
gene sets (see Table 2). Hence, the biological functions
that are distinct and enriched in invasive sculpins are
most likely not characters that were evolutionarily
retained from one of the ancestors but have emerged in
invasives. The fact that some transgressive patterns of
gene expression of invasives could be recreated in F2
crosses suggests that the process of hybridization has
contributed to functional changes.
The most significantly enriched biological process
was ‘embryonic development’. This is surprising, as all
fish in the analysis were juveniles transitioning to the
adult stage. On the contrary, this can be explained
because GO term analysis, although a valuable tool for
meta-analysis, suffers from annotation biases as a result
of idiosyncrasies of different research communities
(Leong & Kipling 2009). However, screening sets of
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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enriched genes in the light of evolutionary ecological
hypothesis yields promising candidate genes. For example invasive sculpins are found in parts of rivers that
have a different temperature regime (Nolte et al. 2005,
2006). The influence of temperature on the distribution
of species is described by the concept of oxygen and
capacity limited thermal tolerance (OCLTT) (Pörtner &
Knust 2007). It states for aquatic organisms that the
capability to perform at high or low temperatures is
determined by a mismatch between the demand for
oxygen and the capacity to supply oxygen to the tissues. Accordingly, Eliason et al. (2011) showed that
selection pressures associated with the temperature
regime led to fast evolutionary modifications of the
blood transportation system in salmonids. A re-evaluation
of the genes causing enrichment of the GO term ‘proteinaceous extracellular matrix’ in invasive sculpins
with respect to functions expected under the OCLTT
concept yielded several genes (e.g. matrix metallopeptidase 2, transforming growth factor beta) that are known
to play a role in the formation of blood vessels (Fisher
& Berger 2003) but were not annotated for the GO term
‘angiogenesis’. Hence, it would be possible that an
adaptive modification of the oxygen transportation system escapes GO term analyses.

From initial hybridization to the invasive phenotype
From an evolutionary ecological perspective, an emerging hybrid lineage must separate from the parental
species to avoid recurrent backcrossing and direct
competition (Buerkle et al. 2000; Barton 2001)
Seehausen (2004) and Stemshorn et al. (2011) discuss
examples for how new adaptive peaks are exploited
through the increased genetic variance present in a
‘hybrid swarm’. Barton (2001) suggested that the rise
and fixation of newly adapted hybrid genotypes with
a superior fitness will take some time and that a population of admixed, outbreeding hybrids will go
through a lag phase before selection has optimized
novel genotypic combinations. Although evidence that
hybridization has played a key role in the evolution of
hybrid species was obtained through experimental
re-creation of hybrid phenotypes in the laboratory for
sunflowers (Rieseberg et al. 2003b) and Heliconius butterflies (Mavárez et al. 2006), empirical studies that
document the evolutionary transition from initial
hybrids to an admixed lineage are still scarce. The
sequence of events that occur in consecutive generations following initial hybridization was studied in
Senecio squalidus, a hybrid species of plant that became
invasive in the UK after being transplanted from a
hybrid zone of its parental species, Senecio aethnensis
and Senecio chrysanthemifolius. Hegarty et al. (2009)
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

experimentally re-created crosses of the parental
species and traced changes in gene expression from
the F1 to the F5 generation. They detected a relatively
high variance in gene expression and patterns of nonadditive and transgressive gene expression in initial
generations and found that these patterns were considerably reduced in the F4 and F5 generations posthybridization. As seed germination rates sank from the
F1 to the F3 generation, but increased later on, Hegarty
et al. (2009) suspected that unintentional selection may
have removed maladaptive patterns of gene expression. This indicates that phenotypic variability of
admixed populations can be significantly altered after
only a few generations in a particularly dynamic process
(Nolte & Tautz 2010).
Although we have not analysed consecutive generations of the artificial Cottus hybrids, an analysis can
reveal to what extent patterns of gene expression in the
natural hybrids are adumbrated in the laboratoryreared hybrids. Invasive sculpin gene expression was
less variable than that of the F2 generation, but was
clearly more variable than in its parental species. This
corresponds with a loss of heterozygosity across the
invasive sculpin genome over time (Stemshorn et al.
2011) and agrees with the prediction that an initially
maximal genetic diversity is reduced as maladaptive
genetic variance is lost. Moreover, we have compared
the numbers and types of transgressively over- and
under-expressed genes between F2 crosses and invasive
sculpins to test how patterns that reflect initial admixture may have been modified as invasive sculpins
evolved. The numbers of transgressively up- and
down-regulated genes in the F2 crosses are approximately balanced, but this pattern did not prevail in
invasive Cottus. The number of transgressively downregulated genes dropped, whereas the number of transgressively up-regulated genes more than doubled from
the F2 generation to invasive Cottus. At the same time,
many of the initial transgressive patterns were lost and
new ones emerged. Interestingly, the set of transgressively up-regulated genes in invasive sculpins turned
out to be the set of genes that showed the strongest
enrichment in our study (Table 2), whereas downregulated genes in invasives were not significantly
enriched for any GO term. Enrichment analysis of the
transgressively over-expressed genes reproduced GO
terms that were previously found to be characteristic
for the whole transcriptome of invasive Cottus, albeit
with higher significance levels (Table 2). This suggests
that the functional enrichment detected in the differentially expressed genes is mainly caused by the genes
which are transgressively over-expressed in the invasive hybrid lineage and that this set represents a nonrandom set that is functionally linked. Intriguingly,
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transgressive over-expression seemed to be plastic for a
large subset of these genes, which may suggest that
phenotypic plasticity interacts with fixed traits to create
evolutionary novelty (Moczek et al. 2011). This aspect
remains unexplored for the origin of the evolutionary
novelty and adaptation of the invasive Cottus hybrid
lineage. To date, the set of transgressively overexpressed genes represents the best candidates to further study the adaptive advantage that invasive sculpins have over their ancestors in the lower River Rhine
basin (Nolte et al. 2005; Stemshorn et al. 2011). Conversely, a significant number of transgressively downregulated genes in invasive sculpins were retained
from the pool of genes that showed this pattern initially. We did not detect any enrichment of GO terms
for this set of genes, but it is possible that selection has
contributed to maintain these patterns and that they
represent transgressive traits that have immediately
contributed positively to the fitness of invasive sculpins.
One of the most conspicuous results of this study is
that the gene expression features that distinguish invasive sculpins are mostly up-regulated. Such a concerted
change would not be expected if regulatory changes
evolved independently to modify adaptive phenotypes
as it was found by Lai et al. (2006). We consider it more
likely that this result involves the exaggerated growth
of some organs or tissues, which would result in a concerted rise of gene expression for genes specifically
expressed in such tissues. On the one hand, this impairs
the detection of the primary genetic factors that cause
changes in gene expression. On the other hand, it provides us with a more complex phenotype that can be
studied experimentally. Besides mapping of the underlying genes (J. Cheng, T. Czypionka, A. W. Nolte
unpublished data), population genetic signatures of fixation in the invasive gene pool can be exploited to identify genomic regions (Stemshorn et al. 2011) that
contribute to emerging phenotypes in the course of
genomic admixture events.
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